
Cora PPM: 
Powering best-practice 
enterprise PPM
A platform to deliver global consistency, powerful insights, 

total control and enterprise-wide visibility.



Today’s Agenda

An introduction to Cora Systems

High-level overview of Cora PPM

Q&A – please use the question box

Tom Davies,

Solution Architect



Founded in 

1999

Carrick-on-Shannon 

HQ with offices in 

Dublin, Bedford & 

Virginia

Clients across 

50+ countries

$20bn+ worth of 

projects managed on 

Cora PPM everyday

• 100% dedicated to 

client implementation 

success

About Us

Cora Systems is a worldwide 

leader in providing enterprise 

project and portfolio 

management solutions to 

global organizations and 

government agencies. 

Global partnership 

with PwC and other 

regional players

• Delivered with Cora-

certified Education & 

Training

• Expertise in large-

scale roll-outs

• Award winning, 

leading-edge 

Enterprise PPM 

platform

• Strong executive 

management with 

blue-chip background

Global Development & 

Support Centre

Ability to rapidly 

deploy “out of the 

box” best-practice



Award-Winning Solutions



Connecting Strategy with Execution

COMPLETE ENTERPRISE PPM1

DIGITIZE & STREAMLINE PROCESSES

INTEGRATE, CENTRALIZE & CONSOLIDATE DATA

SWIFT ENTERPRISE DEPLOYMENTS

MINIMIZE CHANGE IMPACT
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ALIGN STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

OPTIMIZE PORTFOLIO SELECTION

UTILIZE CAPACITY

MAXIMIZE VALUE (ROI)

ANALYZE SCENARIOS
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Cora PPM acts as the bedrock for delivering major transformation programs



Trusted by 

leading 

organizations

Cora works with leading 

organizations around the 

world across an array of 

industries, including life 

sciences, healthcare, 

government, engineering, 

construction and more.

Ensuring delivery success and accelerate speed to market, 

transforming strategic vision into reality.

Integrating delivery systems in order to share information, report 

to agencies and provide health services to their patients.

Consolidating data required to make better-informed decisions, 

budgetary adjustments, service changes and project prioritization.

Providing a holistic view of infrastructure, asset and project 

information and their interdependencies.

Complete control, governance and insight to EPMO’s in 

Consulting, ICT, Transport, Utilities, Financial Services, Oil & Gas.



The Value

Digitize your programs 

and lifecycles, gain 

greater insights, more 

informed decision-

making, and streamline 

your governance and 

reporting. 

Strategic Insights

Roll out failsafe, strategically-aligned projects that utilize resources and deliver 

maximum value. 

See The Full Picture

Quickly view data dashboards that visualize the health of your portfolio and drill-

down to focus in on any issues.

Support Governance

Ensure the right people have the right oversight with multi-level access protocols. 

Easily Scale

Small to large, local to global, all in the cloud.

Complete Control

Manage scope, financials, progress and quality of project delivery in one centralized 

system. 

Seamless Collaboration

No matter the team – internal or contractor, desk-based or mobile – integrations 

make workflows seamless.
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Execution Functionality

The essential functionality required to automate your PMO, providing 

you with the ability to plan, prioritize, execute and evaluate your 

project portfolios.

Plan resource requirements for 

your project; track variation 

between planned and actual 

resources.

Design and manage the 

approval of data in Cora Forms 

and Cora Registers.

Finance

Manage your project finances 

from initial estimate through to 

actual spend. 

Registers

Completely customizable logs 

for managing actions, lessons 

learned, decisions & more.

Reporting

Suite of reports that are used 

by various roles to extract and 

publish information in just a 

few clicks.

Workflow

Engine

A full set of tools needed to 

create, plan and manage your 

entire portfolio of projects.

Forms

Turn free-format text into 

structured, reportable data.

Dashboards

Project and program level, 

visualizing the health of your 

portfolio; personal dashboards 

provide a digital ‘to-do’ list.

Resources

Strategic Functionality

The strategic functionality required to optimize capacity, 

prioritize and track the benefits of your business plan, inform all 

stakeholders and integrate across the business technologies to 

achieve maximum performance from your portfolios of work

Mobile

Mobile apps for Android and 

iOS. Access and update key 

project activity from anywhere.

GIS Mapping

Plot projects on a map, 

visualizing activity location and 

identifying synergies. 

Portal

A flexible framework that 

provides access to data 

contained in Cora PPM to a 

wider audience.

Document Management

Attach or link documents to 

projects, risks, tasks & registers. 

Annotate documents with mark-up 

tools directly within the application. 

Connecting Execution with Strategy

Using a criteria, based on your 

requirements to score and 

weight projects, slice-and-dice 

data to come up with a 

repeatable, reliable and robust 

portfolio scoring mechanism.

Portfolio Selection

Auto-select the preferred 

portfolio based on your criteria 

and compare alternatives, 

ensuring your portfolio delivers 

the maximum return.

Scenario Planning 

Make Portfolio balancing easy, 

while ensuring strategic 

alignment, capacity planning 

and global efficiencies across 

the enterprise

Top-Down Budgeting

Logically split budget across 

your portfolios. Easily track 

forecasting from execution 

against portfolio budgets to 

measure performance.

Prioritization

Strategic Capacity 

Management

Easily understand requirements 

for the year ahead and maximize 

usage of global resource pools.

Business Intelligence

Embedded “BI” provides 

powerful data and insights that 

enable fast, informed decisions 

accessible to everyone via 

shared dashboard and 

interactive reports. 

Benefits Realization

Plan and track benefit realization 

across the organization.



The Cora API module facilitates easy 

integration with any enterprise technology 

architecture. This allows for a central, 

enterprise PMO platform providing one 

version of the truth working seamlessly with 

external systems and data sources. Data is 

entered only once across the business 

enabling a connected enterprise.

Integrate & Consolidate



Thanks for tuning in

We’ll be sending out a recording of this webinar to you within 48 hours as well as registration details for our 

“An Introduction to Portfolio Planning by Cora PPM” webinar. 

If you’d like to receive an in-depth demonstration of Cora PPM, please email marketing@corasystems.com. 

Upcoming Events & Webinars:

• March 24th - Project Challenge, Olympia, London

• March 26th – “Best Practices for Implementing A PPM Tool” – Lee Lambert & Fionan King

• April 2nd – PPM Innovators’ Summit, Dublin

• June 10th-11th – Gartner EMEA PPM Summit, London

• June 23rd-25th – Gartner North American PPM Summit, Orlando

mailto:marketing@corasystems.com

